
The Soviet Union recently an-

nounced through UNESCO that,

effective May 27, it intends to

become a party to the Universal

Copyright Convention. 1S1 Q is

one organization that will gladly

pay any royalties that may be-

come due for the use of Soviet

scientific and technical material.

For more than ten years, 1S1 has

been selling tear sheets and some-

times photocopies of articles from

Soviet journals covered in our pro-

ducts and services. There is no

problem of copyright in the case

of tear sheets as such. Occasional-

ly, however, requests for a par-

ticularly significant article may

exhaust our supply of tear sheets.

We then make photocopies to

satisfy subscribers’ requests. We

shall gladly pay royalties to the

Soviet Union, just as we pay

royalties to many publishers in

other countries.

It’s still unclear how the trans-

lation and reproduction of Soviet

scientific and technical material

may be affected. According to the

New York Timesl, the Soviet
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action “seems to clear the way

for continued free translation of

much scientific and technical ma-

terial in both the Soviet Union

and the United States, if non-

profit use can be demonstrated,”

The article in the Times notes

further that “also exempt from

payment of royalties (is) the pro-

duction of any writings for non-

profit scientific and educational

purposes.”

The latter sentence puzzles me,

inasmuch as all writings are in-

cluded, not just scientific and

technical, while uny activity in

the Soviet Union is, at least

theoretically, for nonprofit pur-

poses.

An immediate question of in-

terest to 1S1 is the effect this new

arrangement may have on the

Iiberalit y with which the Soviet

government has made its scientific

journals available. we buy most

Soviet journals, but some are ob-
tained on an exchange basis. We

have been offered almost un-

limited copies of Soviet journals
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and books, but could find little

outlet for most of the material.

And we have had to pay heavily

for airmail delivery. Exchange

agreements provide only for sur-

face mail.

Of equal interest to the in-

formation industry is the possible

effect on the Soviet practice

of reprinting en rnussc foreign

and scientific writings--textbooks,

journals and abstracting and in-

dexing material. ]f the Soviet

government now discontinues its

unauthorized reproduction of

such works, McGraw-Hi]], the

American Chemical Society, and

some others may rcccive a wind-

fall.

I have been told that there is

a pirated edition of ~zirretzt (,bn-

tents within the Soviet sphere. I

have never seen a sample of it.

The very small number of CC o

subscriptions from so scientifical-

ly oriented a country leads me

sometimes to conclude that there

may bc fact in the rumor. If so,

Soviet observance of copyright

may work to increase their pur-

chase of Chrrc)lt Contetlts and

Scie}lce Citation 172Jcx o. Itwill

bc interesting to sec whether
Soviet readers then demand cover-

age of more Russian journals. For

some time wc have been nego-

tiating with the Soviet Union for

the use of our CC and SC1 @tapes

on licence.

Our citation analyses have

shown that we may have gaps in

our coverage of Russian material.

They are probably no worse than

in the case of some other coun-

tries. [t has been claimed that

our coverage of Soviet math iour-

nak is inadequate. So far,- our

citation analyses have not turned

up anything significant, One

would think that these “leading”

Soviet math journals would be

heavily cited in the Doklady,

which we cover completely. ln

the near future, [’11report on this

and related problems of math

journal coverage. A math journal

citation study is now in the works.

Addition of most soviet jour-

nals unfortunately means new.

costs for translation and trans-

literation. Recently I wrote again

to the President of the Academy

:~f Sciences of the USSR about the

many Soviet journals that still

don’t even provide Eng]ish ab-

stracts or contents pages. After

my visit to the Soviet Union in

1961, the Academy had agreed to

include English contents pages in

ill its journals--if counterpart

American journals would agree

:0 publish a Russian contents
~agc in theirs! You can imagine

:hc response to this suggestion

.vhcn I presented it to the Ameri-

:an chemical Society, among

>thcrs.

More enterprising private pub-

ishcrs like Wiley-lnterscicncc have
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been including Russian abstracts

in some journals for years, e.g.,

~. polymer Science. As I pointed

out recentlyz, it is faster and

more convenient to scan contents

pages in one’s own language.

If Western publishers want to in-

crease sales in the Soviet Union,

this may well be a step they will

have to consider.

The Soviet Union’s announce-

ment that it will become party to

the copyright convention brings

up again the age-old problem of

copyright itself. On March 7, the

United States Court of Claims

heard arguments in appeal in the

case of Williams & Wilkins Com-

pany v. The United States. Hope-

fully a prompt decision will be

rendered. This case has generated

a spate of emotional and partisan

comment from the library com-

munity. Somehow, the American

Library Association feels that the

future of libraries is threatened

should the Court decide in favor

of Williams& Wilkins. The Special

Libraries Association has taken

a much more conciliatory stance.

Most of its members work in

private industry, where the con-

cept of proprietary rights is more

clearly understood.

In a future editorial, I should

like to discuss this case in more

detail, particularly some of the

problems created by the techno-

logical revolution in copying and
transmittal of information. My

ieceased colleague and friend

{alph Shaw did a masterly piece

>n the W&W case just before he

Iied.a I am certain that all parties
will eventually resolve the prob-

em, but it is unfortunate that

egal action was required when

-easonable foresight and arbitra-

tion might have solved it long ago.

In any event, many leading

western scientists and their pub-

lishers may now benefit from

soviet editions of their works.

rhe possibility of royalties may

prompt aggressive marketing a-

yents to encourage more use of

M yet untranslated works. On

the other hand, for-profit pub-

lishers of translated versions of

Russian journals may now be re-

quired to pay royalties, whereas

previously they paid for their

“raw material” by exchange or

other forms of quid pro quo. If

1S1 learns of a positive reaction to

its renewed proposal for English

contents pages and abstracts in all

Soviet journals, you should sce

the effects in Current Contents.
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